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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2010054780A1] In order to convert multi-channel sound formats, in particular five-channel sound formats with the following sound
channels:- left channel (L) - right channel (R) - centre channel (C) - rear left channel (Ls) - rear right channel (Rs), into downward-compatible sound
formats, in particular into two-channel sound formats with a right channel and a left channel, the following steps are proposed according to ITU-R
BS.775: the level of the centre channel (C) is lowered (for example - 3 dB), the centre channel (C), the level of which has been lowered, is distributed
to the left channel (L) so as to form a first sum signal (L), the level of the rear left channel (Ls) is lowered (for example by - 3 dB), the rear left
channel (Ls), the level of which has been lowered, is distributed to the first sum signal so as to form the third sum signal which corresponds to the
left channel (LIRT) of the two-channel sound format, the centre channel (C), the level of which has been lowered, is distributed to the right channel
(R) so as to form a second sum signal (R'), the level of the rear right channel (Rs) is lowered (for example by - 3dB), the rear right channel (Rs), the
level of which has been lowered, is distributed to the second sum signal so as to form a fourth sum signal which corresponds to the right channel
(RIRT) of the two-channel sound format. In order to largely compensate for a shift in the phantom sound sources, a change in the level difference
between coherent and incoherent signal components and timbre changes, the invention provides for the spectral values of overlapping time windows
to each be dynamically corrected with k samples of the left channel (L) and right channel (R) when forming the first sum signal (L') and the second
sum signal (R') and for the spectral values of overlapping time windows to each be dynamically corrected with k samples of the first sum signal
(L') and the second sum signal (R') when forming the third and fourth sum signals, and for each sum of the spectral values to be compared with a
desired value (Asoll, where Asoll ? R) before each dynamic correction of spectral values of the left channel (L) and right channel (R).
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